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Welcome to Spring in 2019 and our
latest edition of Waterman Times.
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Best wishes to all Waterman’s friends and colleagues
in the industry.

Nick Taylor
Chief Executive
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Structures team make their
‘Marq’ with St James’s
redevelopment
The latest addition to Crown Estate’s St James’s
regeneration, the Marq adds a prestigious eight-story
commercial and retail building to Duke Street, with WELL
standard ‘Gold’ and BREEAM ‘Outstanding’ ratings.

Waterman continues to expand and in 2018 we
increased the resources in our engineering and
environmental teams by 7% to meet the demands
of our future exciting projects. Our regional offices
throughout the UK are witnessing a growth in
opportunities, in support of which we have made
strategic senior appointments in Bristol and London.

Elsewhere, we showcase our continued involvement
with the Clongriffin new town on Dublin’s northern
fringes, as Ireland’s residential construction sector
experiences continued growth. You can also
read about our involvement with the residential
transformation of a former office block in Edinburgh,
as well as the major 900-home redevelopment around
Brentford Football Club, creating a new community
at Kew Bridge.

Is it time to de-politicise UK
infrastructure investment?
Neil Humphrey sheds light on the government’s recent
infrastructure budget and what this means for our future
in the field.

This exciting new 15-storey office and retail development
recently opened its doors, featuring one of the largest rooftop
restaurants in London.

This issue showcases some of our more interesting
commissions such as the Royal College of
Pathologists Headquarters, one of London’s largest
rooftop restaurants at Fen Court, and the Royal
Academy of Dance in Battersea.

In this edition of Waterman Times, we focus on our
cutting-edge work in structural design. Our Richard
Papworth explores the significant benefits offered
by offsite manufacturing of structural concrete,
while our cover feature highlights the pioneering
concrete design we developed for the Royal College
of Pathologist’s new Headquarters in central London.
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Dublin residential boom
puts Clongriffin on the map
© Peter Cook

Pioneering concrete
design shapes
Royal College of
Pathologists new HQ
The Royal College of Pathologists recently
moved in to their striking new premises in
Aldgate, central London. The sustainabilityfocused, 8-storey building features a unique
concrete design - saving enough carbon dioxide
in construction to offset occupant vehicle use
for a year.

Following a decade of stagnation in residential construction
across Ireland, new town Clongriffin on Dublin’s northern
fringes recently brought-forward more land for development,
making it one of the city’s most sought after locations.
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Kick-start for Brentford with
major mixed-use redevelopment
Focused around the new Brentford FC community
stadium, the major mixed-use redevelopment will add
over 900 residential properties alongside commercial and
retail units, becoming a new hub for the community at
Kew Bridge.

30

Re-imagining structural
concrete manufacture
Waterman have been working alongside Laing O’Rourke
and Imperial College London to revolutionise the offsite
manufacture of pre-cast concrete. We speak to Board
Director for Structures, Richard Papworth, to find
out more.

32

Making a difference
Nick Harrison hosts CV and interview skills workshops
with charity XLP, Ben Steele raises over £20k to feed
school children in Malawi with Mary’s Meals and we send
three STEM ambassadors to host a workshop at Eltham
Hill school’s Young Women’s Conference.

Keep up to date with Waterman:
@Waterman_group

UK businesses facing
EHS legal compliance crisis?
With Britain’s exit from the EU on the horizon, the issue
of legal compliance has never been more crucial to the
success of the nation’s businesses. Guy Jeremiah tells us how
Greenspace can help.

Waterman Group

Head Office
Pickfords Wharf Clink Street, London SE1 9DG
t +44 (0)20 7928 7888 www.watermangroup.com
Thank you to staff and clients who contributed to this
edition. If you have any queries, please contact our
editorial team: communications@watermangroup.com
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Brief News
Building Services
appointed on new
Joules headquarters
We are delighted to have been appointed by premium
lifestyle brand, Joules, to provide input and design for the
development of its new office headquarters in their home
town of Market Harborough.
The project involves the extension and refurbishment of Joules’
current premises at Compass House, creating a new 60,000 ft2 facility
enabling the brands long term growth and development in the UK
and internationally.

Biodiversity
net gain for
developments
In response to a government consultation on
making biodiversity net gain mandatory for all new
developments, we have provided input into the
DEFRA consultation and will be closely monitoring
how the government takes this agenda forward.
The consultation follows hot on the heels of the revised
National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) in July 2018,
which emphasised net gain, outlined stronger protection for
the environment and sought to ensure wildlife thrives at the
same time as addressing the need for new homes.

Expedite select Waterman for
125 London Wall MEP fit-out
Continuing a successful ongoing relationship with
turnkey commercial property services providers,
Expedite, our building services team are pleased to
have been appointed for the design of the MEP fitout on the 6th floor at 125 London Wall. The space
will be delivered for Sparta Global , a leading
provider of IT Resources and specialist Software
Testing Solutions Finance, Media, Retail, Public
Sector, Gaming and Telco organisations.
The proposals promise an office with real ‘wow factor’,
sure to prove popular with staff and attract the best talent
through the creation of a vibrant and contemporary
work place.
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Featuring a central breakout space with a ‘bleacher’ for
flexible seating and staff interaction, the completed office
will also offer seven training rooms along with support
spaces and a boardroom. The space provides flexibility for
a variety of functions and is certain to meet the clients’
aspirations for a new environment which is current,
relevant and informal whilst being professional.
Mark Terndrup, Director for Building Services, said;
“This is a fantastic opportunity to turn a very conventional
office space into a work place that is not only visually
stimulating, but which also improves wellness and
encourages collaboration. Our team have worked closely
with Expedite to design an amazing space that meets the
clients’ aspirations and budget.”

Housing developers, including the Berkeley Group, have
already committed to providing a net gain for biodiversity
within all their new developments. To deliver this objective,
the Berkeley Group approached us to create a Biodiversity
Toolkit which provides a standardised and quantifiable
approach showing how a net gain in biodiversity has been
achieved.
The Berkeley Biodiversity Toolkit has recently been ‘highly
commended’ at the South West Built Environment Awards
2018 and aided the Berkeley Group winning the CIRIA Big
Biodiversity Challenge Client Award 2018. Being at the
forefront in biodiversity net gain, we have launched our
own Toolkit that can be used by all developers and has
recently won 'Innovator/Systems Provider of the Year' at the
2018 Property Week Management All-Stars Awards event.
In anticipation of the net gain consultation proposals being
brought forward, and in consideration of the revised NPPF,
we are advising that our clients begin to consider at an early
stage how their forthcoming developments can achieve a net
gain for biodiversity in the most efficient manner in order to
help secure successful planning permissions.
If you would like more information on our Biodiversity
Toolkit, or like to explore how you can address biodiversity
net gain issues on your development and landholdings, please
contact Lee Mantle at lee.mantle@watermangroup.com.

We look forward to working closely with the client and project team
to deliver a workspace that will be inspirational and comfortable
and at the same time achieving the functional requirements of Joules
operations.
Mike Lyons, Technical Director of Building Services, commented;
“We’re excited to begin our appointment with Joules on the
development of their new headquarters facility, in what will be a
unique and bespoke blend of retained and new construction. The
interesting approach to the architecture provides an opportunity for
the building services to be integral to the design concept.”

Technical
Director
strengthens EIA
team in London
We are pleased to welcome
Tom Wells to our team in
London as a Technical Director
in Environmental Impact
Assessment (EIA).
A Chartered Environmentalist (CEnv), Tom joins us from CBRE
where he established, and ran, their environmental planning &
assessment service for six years. During his career, he has worked
with public, private and third sector clients across the UK, assisting
in the delivery of major schemes in the mixed-use, residential, office,
retail, industrial and logistics, transportation and marine sectors.
His previous projects include the redevelopment of HMS Daedalus
in Gosport on behalf of Homes England, and the regeneration of the
Thamesmead Estate in Bexley on behalf of Peabody.
Tom holds the position of Dual Assessor with the Institute of
Environmental Management & Assessment (IEMA) and was,
until recently, also an Associate Lecturer in EIA at Oxford
Brookes University.
Ben Steele, Regional Director and national lead for EIA, commented;
“Tom’s appointment represents a key strategic investment in our
EIA service line, marking a significant step toward achieving our
ambitious plans for growth. He will focus on further enhancing
Waterman’s profile within the London and South East pre-planning
market, whilst his experience adds significant depth to the national
EIA team. We are absolutely delighted to have him onboard.”
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London appoints
new Regional
Director
We are delighted to welcome Derek
Armitage as Regional Director of our
Infrastructure & Environment team
in London.
Derek joins from SLR and has over 26 years’ experience of flood risk,
drainage, development planning and development infrastructure
work, principally with multidisciplinary consultancies.
During his career, Derek has been involved in a wide range of
challenging infrastructure projects, both in London and across
the UK. Notably, he has presented expert witness evidence on
flood risk, hydrology, and drainage matters at Appeal Inquiries for
high-profile Energy from Waste facilities in King’s Lynn, Bristol,
and Oxfordshire, as well as retail and residential developments in
Oxford and Surrey.
Derek’s experience in flood risk and drainage extends across every
stage of the planning and design process from transactional due
diligence, initial feasibility studies, and conceptual masterplanning
through to detailed design. He also brings considerable experience
in leading multidisciplinary teams in providing environmental risk
assessments and associated professional and commercial advice to
investors, developers, landowners, and Local Authorities.

Grand opening of
apprentice facility
at London South
Bank University
Nick Harrison, Group Learning and Development
Manager, was delighted to attend the official opening
of the Passmore Centre for Professional and Technical
Education at London South Bank University (LSBU).
The event took place on Wednesday 28th November and was
attended by around 120 delegates including many employers.
The Centre is a new hub for apprenticeships created in
partnership with Southwark Council which aims to deliver
thousands of apprenticeships and boost the local economy. It
will also provide a space for employers for trading information,
recruitment support and relationship management. Not only
will this hub be of great benefit to our apprentices but also for
the business in general.
Nick commented on the event; “Having worked with LSBU
on our London degree apprenticeship provision since 2017, we
have built a strong relationship with the University and are
very much looking forward to utilising this excellent facility.
We will also continue to support key local (and aligned)
initiatives such as the Southwark Apprenticeship Standard led
by Southwark Council, demonstrating our commitment as a
key employer and supporter of apprenticeships in the borough.”
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Neil Humphrey, COO for Infrastructure & Environment,
commented; “We are delighted to welcome Derek to the team as
he joins us at an exciting time for the business. We are witnessing
significant growth opportunities and Derek’s expertise brings added
depth to an already established and expanding sector for us.”

New National
Landscape and
Arboriculture
Lead in Bristol
We are pleased to welcome Tom
Hurlstone to take up the post
of National Lead for Landscape
and Arboriculture.
Tom is a Chartered Landscape Architect with over 10 years’
experience of landscape design and visual impact assessment, having
worked on projects of varying scales and within a range of sectors,
including residential, education and healthcare. Joining us from
the landscape architecture practice Randle Siddeley, Tom will
be based in our Bristol office where he will lead and develop the
existing team.
Richard Stockwell, Regional Director for Infrastructure &
Environment in the South West, commented; “Tom’s appointment
comes at an exciting time for Waterman with our expanding
portfolio of major development and infrastructure projects. His skills
and experience will help us to further develop our landscape and
arboriculture service to a range of private and public-sector clients.”

Phase 2 of Barts
Square completes
We are delighted to see the completion of phase 2
of the exceptional 2.3 acre mixed-use development
at Barts Square, EC1.
Designed by innovative Sheppard Robson architects, the
site which was formerly occupied by St Bartholomew’s
Hospital is being transformed into 236 contemporary
apartments and penthouses, 258,000 ft2 of commercial
offices, and 20,000 ft2 of complimentary retail, restaurant
and café facilities across 13 buildings.

Image Courtesy of Helical plc

boasting two secluded resident gardens, a five star 24-hour
concierge service, spacious private lounge, bar and cinema
facilities. This was in addition to 23,485 ft2 of office space
and 10,200 ft2 of retail units, which opened to the public in
August 2018.
Phase 2b saw the redevelopment of One Bartholomew
into a 221,000 ft2 Grade A office building, the largest on
site. The 12-storey scheme benefits from a 6,000 ft2 double
height reception, floor to ceiling glazing and breath-taking
views across St Paul’s Cathedral and the Shard.

Following the liquidation of its main contractor Carillion
in January 2018, property investment and development
company Helical plc swiftly took over, delivering the first
and second phases of the scheme by the end of the year.

Spa-like changing facilities have been included at lower
ground level with 17 showers and 338 lockers for its
occupiers, in addition to 338 bicycle racks.

Working alongside Mace and McLaren, Waterman
Structures were appointed to carry out structural
engineering services for this ambitious development.

Phase 3 is currently under way for the construction of
the final 92 residential units and 10,700 ft2 of retail space,
spanning across Bartholomew Close and Little Britain,
and linking to the rest of the site.

Phases 1 and 2a involved the construction of 144
spectacular residential apartments at Barts Square,

The project is due to reach practical competition in 2020.
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Cheshire East
Property Framework

Vibrant new offices
approved at 47 Tanner Street
We are delighted to be taking the design forward
on 47 Tanner Street for Vantage, a joint venture
partnership between Legal & General Capital
and PGGM.

Our building services and structures experts have worked
closely with SPPARC to carefully coordinate the exposed
Cat A services strategy to integrate with the building’s new
structure, creating a flexible contemporary work place.

The design, led by award-winning architects SPPARC
and project managers Blackburn & Co, will transform the
former three-storey Victorian warehouse into a vibrant new
seven-storey commercial office, creating 5,770 m2 of office
space which is capable of accommodating over 500 people.
Located within the Bermondsey Street Conservation area
near London Bridge, the building was once used for a range
of activities and pop-up events, including the early series of
the BBC’s hit television show Dragons’ Den.

The lightweight steel structure simplifies construction
and allows the building to be adapted in the future as part
of the holistic strategy to future proof the development.
Sustainability features are key for this BREEAM ‘Excellent’
scheme, including energy efficient heat pump technology
and high efficiency LED lighting technology.

The new scheme will have a simple brick façade that
complements the materials and proportions of the existing
warehouse. The exciting geometric design of the additional
floors will oversail the existing frontage with setback glazed
tiers forming outdoor terraces at fourth, sixth and roof
level. The envelope of the new vertical extension features
exposed steel horizontal structures that separate the floors.
Incorporating expressed vertical fins with high-performance
glass on the upper two floors will help to control solar gain
and optimise daylight penetration.

SELECTION OF NEW
COMMISSIONS
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Our structures team have also designed the new basement
which has been closely coordinated with the complex
constraints of the tight site, below ground sewer network
and existing foundations. The basement will accommodate
new plant, cycle parking and shower facilities for the
occupiers.
Karen Telling, Director of Structures in our London office,
commented; “We are delighted to work with Legal &
General on this exciting development in one of London’s
most popular districts. The high-quality scheme will provide
a fantastic workplace with the flexibility to accommodate a
diverse range of occupiers.”

COMMERCIAL: 1 - 5 London Wall, London EDUCATION: Mentone Girls Grammar School Science Enterprise and Art
Project, Melbourne | Waitara School, Sydney | Wollongong and Western Sydney Schools | Brentwood County High,
Brentwood | HEALTHCARE: Rosebud Hospital Masterplan, Melbourne | Health Hub Prince Phillip Barraks Borden,
London | HOTELS: Clonshaugh Hotel, Dublin | INDUSTRIAL: East Coast Business Park, Dundalk |

New Royal Academy
of Dance HQ tops out
The stunning redevelopment at York Place in Battersea
celebrated the ‘topping out’ of the new Royal Academy of
Dance (RAD) headquarters on the 23rd January.
The ceremony was attended by Avanton’s Managing Partner, Omer
Weinberger, Luke Rittner, Chief Executive of RAD and Ravi Govindia,
Leader of Wandsworth Council, as well as the design teams. A special
guest appearance was also made by Strictly Come Dancing’s acclaimed
judge and ballet dancer, Dame Darcey Bussell. As part of the wider
York Place area regeneration, designed by Patel Taylor architects, the
RAD’s state-of-the-art new facilities are situated at ground level with
three residential buildings rising from a single-storey podium above.
The headquarters feature eight dance studios, a 150-person flexible
auditorium, changing rooms, offices, public cafe and student library.
The remaining housing scheme consists of the stunning 24-storeys
centrepiece ‘Coda’, which will provide 130 private residential apartments
when the development is complete. This is flanked by two mansion
blocks, built up of eleven-to-eight and six-to-eight storeys receptively,
which will offer up to 169 affordable housing apartments. Residents
will be able to enjoy generous private gardens at podium level, whilst a
public plaza will tie this prestigious development together at street level,
fashioning an attractive destination for the existing neighbourhood
on this stretch of York Road. We were appointed by Avanton to
provide structural, civil and environmental consultancy services for the
development, which is due to reach practical completion in 2020.

Our Infrastructure & Environment team has been
appointed on Cheshire East Borough Council’s
Construction Related Consultancy Services
Framework, for the provision of environmental
consultancy (contaminated land, flood risk,
ecology, arboriculture, archaeology and heritage),
together with transport engineering services.
The three-year agreement, with the option of a 12-month
extension, will support the Council to deliver their
revenue and capital programmes. This will cover schools,
leisure centres, community buildings, health buildings,
depots, cemeteries/crematoria and public realm spaces.
The framework is open to other public bodies associated
with the council, including academies and all town and
parish Councils within the borough boundary.
In addition to providing direct access to the Council’s
core land assets, the agreement also gives access to several
other major assets. This includes Tatton Estates, one of the
largest landowner’s in east Cheshire, with c.800 hectares
of land and around 500 residential and commercial
properties, and the Engine of the North – a strategic
property development company owned by Cheshire
East Council.
Their aim is to facilitate the delivery of new homes, jobs
and economic growth for Cheshire East, maximising the
benefits from Council-owned property assets and land.
The 'Engine of the North' is currently bringing forward
Handforth Garden Village, a c.100 hectare mixeduse strategic development site near Wilmslow, South
Macclesfield Development Area, a c.50 hectare strategic
development site at the southern edge of Macclesfield, and
several hundred hectares of development land around the
proposed Congleton Bypass, which is due to break ground
and start on site imminently.

RESIDENTIAL: Cator Str 2, London | Chrisholm House, Corby | Mariavilla, Nass, County Kildare | City Block 3 PDSP, Dublin | Hawkston Road,
Dublin | Matthews Land, Dublin | Impreial II, London | Walthamstow Residential, London | DAGFA House, Beeston RETAIL: Gretna Outlet Village |
SPORTS & LEISURE: Gippsland Regional Aquatic Cetre, Melbourne | Traralgon Sports Stadium, Melboune | State Netball and Hockey Centre, Melbourne
| Preston Leisure, Preston | Odeon West End, London
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The unique audio-visual infrastructure consists of a
digital art display and can incorporate two cameras
portraying a live-feed from the rooftop garden.

Office block topped with
crown of glass
An exciting new office and retail development
featuring one of London’s largest rooftop restaurants.
The building is situated in the heart of London at 10
Fenchurch Avenue and was designed by world-leading
Eric Parry Architects and developed by Generali
Real Estate.
The 15-storey scheme features 420,000 ft2 of commercial
office space with 28,000 ft2 of vibrant retail units on the
lower levels.
A bespoke double height frontage incorporates a
thoroughfare leading to a 1,900 ft2 LED art installation
ceiling in the central atrium, offering pedestrians a new
route from Fenchurch Street Station. The unique audiovisual infrastructure consists of a digital art display and
can incorporate two cameras portraying a live-feed from
the rooftop garden.

12
08
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The roof garden was designed to include the best aspects
of a public space with the challenge to integrate building
services and energy efficiency requirements. The careful
consideration of the garden foliage contributes to the
overall shading and zoning of the space. Energy efficient
chillers positioned in a recessed plant well have integrated
with the landscaping to appear invisible to those enjoying
the area.

One of the building’s key features is its
public rooftop garden and restaurant.

10

Above the ninth floor, the building
sets back with a crown-like
arrangement that showcases its
spectacular roof garden, decorated
with 79 wisteria trees, pergola
canopies, 5,000 bulbs and a 200 ft
recessed flowing water feature.

Headquarter-style entrances create a prominent street
presence whilst the office units allow ample natural
light on all four sides with virtually column free, flexible
working spaces.

spread across three levels. The design incorporates a high
performance façade with motorised blinds to reduce solar
gain in the summer and to maximise the benefit of useful
daylight at appropriate times.

Our building services, sustainability and acoustic teams
were appointed by Generali Real Estate to work closely
alongside Development Manager CORE, Greycoat and
Sir Robert McAlpine for this prestigious project.

Above the ninth floor, the building sets back with a
crown-like arrangement that showcases its spectacular
roof garden, decorated with 79 wisteria trees, pergola
canopies, 5,000 bulbs and a 200 ft recessed flowing water
feature. In addition, occupiers have access to a four-storey
basement including; car, motorbike and bicycle parking on
two levels (entered via two dedicated car lifts), and plant

One of the building’s key features is its public rooftop
garden and restaurant on the 14th and 15th floors. The
public garden was designed in collaboration with German
landscape architects Latz + Partner. 'The Restaurant
at 120' is one of the biggest in London and provides
magnificent views across the City.

The project has achieved a BREEAM ‘Excellent’ rating.
Mark Terndrup, Director of Building Services,
commented; “Having been involved in the project since
2007, it is great to see the project occupied and being
enjoyed by the public. We are proud to have worked with
the design team and contractor to produce an exceptional

All Images © DBOX

multi-use building that has become a stunning addition to
London’s skyline.”
Fen Court recently opened its expansive rooftop gardens
to the public.
Mark Terndrup,
Director, Building Services
mark.terndrup@watermangroup.com
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Dublin residential boom
puts Clongriffin on the map
Following a decade of stagnation in residential construction across
Ireland, signs of a resurgence are everywhere to see. Set against city
skylines now clustered with tower cranes, the construction industry
is leading the charge as the country heads towards full employment.
The new Clongriffin Rail Station, which is located within the heart of the development,
provides a high quality public transport link to the City Centre and facilitates the
delivery of higher residential densities.

The size of the proposed scheme is such that the planning
application will follow the new fast-track Strategic
Housing Development planning system, which allows
planning applications to be submitted directly to An
Bord Pleanala, the planning appeals board, and reduces
the time required for a decision on large scale residential
developments by a year or more.

“We are delighted to continue our work on
the Clongriffin new town, extending our
relationship with G Gannon Properties as
they shape the future of the community.”

hroughout the wider Dublin region,
developers are now bringing forward
residential opportunities, sparking a boom
in the demand for associated infrastructure
and amenities. This has generated a flurry of
civil engineering schemes, delivering improvements in the
region’s road, drainage, sewerage and transport networks,
in readiness for progressive home building.

T

Waterman Moylan has been heavily involved with
improving the region’s infrastructure over the last decade,
delivering expert consultation and design for multiple
schemes, alongside our work in central Dublin. Major
projects in this area have included the Gannon Homes
mixed-use development at Clongriffin on the northern
fringe of Dublin. We provided all civil, structural and
traffic engineering for master planning, planning and
construction services for this new town.
The Clongriffin masterplan, prepared in the early 2000’s,
included up to 80,000 m2 of retail, offices, leisure space,
healthcare facilities, a nursing home and 3,500 residential
units in a mix of apartments and housing. Development
has proceeded in phases over the last decade, and has
12

Image Courtesy of Conroy Crowe Kelly

included the construction of all main infrastructure,
incorporating a new railway station adjacent to a
new central town square, a public bus terminus and
a 1,200-space basement car park. Over 1,600 of the
residential units and 14,000 m2 of commercial space have
already been delivered, with a further 150 residential units
under construction.
Currently, the mixed-use five-storey Block 2 is under
construction, comprising commercial units at street
level with 84 apartments above. Our team in Dublin
are providing multidiscipline engineering services for
Block 2, and for an additional 300 homes to the periphery
of the site.
As the residential market gathers momentum, the
Clongriffin development has swung back into action
elsewhere and planning has now commenced for all

remaining undeveloped areas within the site, which
incorporates many of the plots that are more proximate
to the Town Square and the associated public bus and
rail links. These sites have been identified as capable of
supporting greater height and density than the already
completed residential perimeter blocks.
The planning scheme for the remaining undeveloped
lots, designed by architectural practices Conroy Crowe
Kelly, Wilson Architecture and Downey Planning
and Architecture, features twelve separate mixed-use
buildings, varying from 4 to 17 storeys.
The 1,500 residential units will offer a mix of apartments,
private and social housing, alongside a new cinema, cafes
and restaurants, retail units and community facilities at
street level surrounding the Town Square.

Our team has been appointed to provide all civil,
structural and traffic engineering services required for
the planning scheme design. We are updating much
of the underlying masterplan assumptions to consider
challenging new conditions and increasing sustainability
standards since the original conception of the new town.
The revised streetscape will prioritise pedestrians, cyclist
facilities and public transport provision, whilst also
improving storm water management, building energy
efficiency and building quality.
Paul O’Connell, Managing Director of Waterman
Moylan, said; “We are delighted to continue our work
on the Clongriffin new town, extending our relationship
with G Gannon Properties as they shape the future of
the community. With many of the apartment buildings
designed specifically for the Build to Rent market, this is
likely to attract significant interest from major long-term
investors. With its excellent public transport connectivity
to the main business districts in the city centre, the new
residential units on offer will be in high demand.”
Paul O’Connell,
Managing Director, Waterman Moylan
p.oconnell@waterman-moylan.ie
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Pioneering concrete design

Royal College
of Pathologists
New HQ

Home to medical research professionals for over 50 years, the Royal College of
Pathologists recently invested in stunning new premises in Aldgate, central London.
A permanent, purpose-built home for their staff and professional members, the building
replaces their Crown Estate-leased HQ at 2 Carlton House Terrace. The facility
has been designed as a fitting place from which to administer, train, teach and
manage the College and its members for the future.
14
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The facility has been designed as a fitting place
from which to administer, train, teach and manage
the College and its members for the future.

Focus on sustainability
Cutting-edge new premises
The eight-storey building, located on Alie Street, features
a double-height entrance atrium and incorporates floor
to ceiling windows on all floors to maximise natural light.
The Bennetts Associates architectural design includes
a suite of state-of-the-art facilities for the College’s
members and trainees, including multi-purpose 210-person
conference theatre and meeting rooms, office space and
examination rooms from which to expand the College’s
programme of academic activities.
The building includes two roof terraces adjacent to the
sixth floor meeting room, accommodating up to 60 people
for receptions or 40 for boardroom-style meetings.
The seventh floor contains accommodation that can be
used by the College for overnight stays in addition to
self-contained office space. Other facilities include secure
bike storage, showers and a cloakroom on the lower
ground floor.

A different design

The Royal College of Pathologists
A registered charity with over 11,000 members worldwide,
the College is a professional membership organisation
concerned with all matters relating to the science and
practice of pathology. Since its establishment in 1962,
the college has overseen the training of pathologists
and scientists working in the 17 different pathology
specialties, which include cellular pathology, haematology,
clinical biochemistry and medical microbiology.
Their alumni is largely composed of doctors and scientists
working at hospitals and Universities across the UK.

16

Our structures team worked closely with the architect
to incorporate pioneering concrete techniques into the
design. These include using an exposed board-marked
concrete and brick finish internally, with underfloor
ventilation and exposed trough slab soffits. This technique
enables each soffit to be lit so that the ceiling achieves a
warm glow throughout, differentiating the College from
many modern concrete flat slab buildings.
The lightweight trough solution enabled reuse of the
retained raft foundation, which was key to saving both
considerable cost and time, whilst avoiding potential
complications with undermining neighbouring properties.
The resulting savings unlocked the budget to spend more
on the public conferencing areas, giving the building a
premium look and feel.

Designed with sustainability at it's heart, the concrete
frame was constructed with a carbon footprint at 51% of
a conventional concrete frame. The structural frame alone,
not including thermal mass benefits, saves enough carbon
to offset the occupant’s vehicle use for a year. The design
also provides a 25% enhancement in passive cooling over
conventional flat slab alternatives.

“The whole team worked together to
create an amazing building that showcases
the best that can be achieved in modern
concrete buildings.”
Daniel Ross, Chief Executive Royal College of
Pathologists, commented; “We are enormously proud
of our new state-of-the art headquarters that will last
for generations, generating revenue for the College, and
enabling it to take the next step in its development as a
world class organisation. The College is dedicated to the
advancement of patient care through the training and
development of doctors and scientists working in the
pathology specialties, and this new facility will help ensure
we stay at the forefront of this vital work.”
Barry Dobbins, Director of Waterman Structures,
commented; “This has been a fantastic project to work on,
and we are delighted with what has been delivered. The
whole team worked together to create an amazing building
that showcases the best that can be achieved in modern
concrete buildings. The new facility is a fitting tribute to
the astonishing work the College and their alumni have
produced throughout their history.”
The Royal College of Pathology moved into their new
headquarters in November 2018.
Barry Dobbins,
Director, Structures
barry.dobbins@watermangroup.com
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As a result, our team determined
the building was in a good
condition requiring minimal
repairs, yielding substantial
time and cost savings through
utilising retained structures.

With high demand and short supply of modern residential
accommodation in the city, the scheme will deliver
affordable homes with
apartments.

40

123

Working in synergy we
retained the existing structure,
floor units tied to the precast
concrete panels and in-situ
band beams. These connections
were enhanced with bolted steel
plates, connecting the slabs
to the supporting units. The
original front and rear façades
All Images Courtesy of MCR Property Group
consisted of 1.6 m wide panels
which, when bolted together
with enlarged side panels,
MCR Property Group’s £30 m redevelopment
provide
effective
reinforced concrete columns.
of the 1970’s office block, once home to local
government offices, will become a prime
residential accommodation.

The existing non-loadbearing partition
walls were reconfigured to suit residential
accommodation and a lightweight SFS frame was
The existing office blocks are set to be converted,
added to provide the new penthouse floors. This
retaining much of the original structures. The
was supported on a steel transfer deck, floating
front block will provide 40 affordable housing
above the present roof structure and spanning
units, with the rear block offering 123 residential
onto the existing structural column lines. During
apartments. All units will be marketed by
the refurbishment, it was not possible to remove
Regency Residential,
the original roofs,
the sales arm of MCR
which meant that
Property Group.
a comprehensive
The
current
streetscape
is
set
Open-plan floorplates
survey of the area
will form 163 one, two
to be overhauled to allow the
was unachievable.
and three-bedroom
building to feel more closely
This resulted in onsite
apartments with the
integrated into the public
modifications to the
addition of glazed
realm, creating an inclusive
transfer structure
rooftop levels providing
supports to ensure
pedestrian environment.
expansive windows
they each fitted within
illuminating the
the design parameters.
penthouse apartments
with natural lighting.
This will maximise the available floorspace for
residential units, whilst the ground floor level will
incorporate retail space and an on-site gym.
The current streetscape is set to be overhauled to
allow the building to feel more closely integrated
into the public realm, creating an inclusive
pedestrian environment. Residents will also
have exclusive access to a new central
courtyard garden.
With high demand and short supply of modern
residential accommodation in the city, the scheme
will deliver 40 affordable homes, sure to attract
the interest of first-time buyers looking to enter
Edinburgh’s robust property market.

Edinburgh’s Chesser House, located two miles west of the city centre on Gorgie
Road, is set for major regeneration under the Embankment West scheme which
will transform the area into a sought-after suburb.
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Waterman’s structures team have been working
closely with MCR Property Group, providing
structural engineering services for the major
redevelopment. Initially, a series of intrusive
investigations were undertaken to establish the
condition of the current frame, size and location
of reinforcement within the concrete elements
and the extent of any carbonation.

Frank Chambers, Associate Director of
Structures in Glasgow, commented; “We are
delighted to have worked so closely with MCR
Property Group on this exciting project which
will bring new residential accommodation to
Edinburgh, meeting the needs of this increasingly
popular city.”
Nick Lake of MCR Property Group commented;
“We hope that the conversion of Chesser House
will be the first of many projects for MCR
in Scotland. Embankment West is designed
to dramatically enhance the area, providing
well-designed and affordable housing that meet
the needs of the city. We are delighted to be
working with Waterman Group to deliver 163
homes that will raise the standard of residential
accommodation in Edinburgh.”
Demolition commenced in December 2017 with
completion scheduled for 2019.
Frank Chambers,
Associate Director, Structures
frank.chambers@watermangroup.com
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?

“In 2018 the Government announced a ‘root and branch’ review
of how the rail sector operates, to equalise the disparity between
private sector investment and Government support, currently 18%
and 82% of investment respectively.”

Is it time to
de-politicise UK
infrastructure
investment

The United Kingdom's (UK) infrastructure plays a vital role in our daily lives.
However, with decades of underinvestment, maintaining the existing assets and
investing in new infrastructure to enable growth and adapting to our changing
patterns of work presents a significant challenge to the sector.
Following the recent government infrastructure
budget announcement, we spoke to Neil
Humphrey (Chief Operating Officer of
Waterman Infrastructure & Environment) to
get his insight into what the future holds for the
nation’s infrastructure.
Neil says; “The UK’s
requirements from its
infrastructure are becoming
increasingly complex. By 2026
the population is predicted to
increase to 69.2 million, hitting
75 million by 2050. Coupled
with disruptive technologies
changing how we interface
with our infrastructure and
the challenges associated
with climate change, just
maintaining the existing
infrastructure as a minimum is no longer an option,
we have to do more.”
Set against a backdrop of considerable political
uncertainty surrounding BREXIT however, the
European Investment Bank drastically reduced its
funding for infrastructure by 72% to just €1.8 bn
in 2017, having previously invested €31.3 bn in the
UK between 2012 - 2016.
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“The infrastructure sector is now experiencing
a much-needed resurgence following recent
investment. However, the industry is facing a major
challenge to deliver what is required, with strategic
projects remaining mired in controversy over cost,
time delays and political repositioning, and future
uncertainty on how we fund the much-needed
future investment.”
In light of historic underinvestment, the UK is
having to focus efforts on maintaining existing
assets. Neil says; “Highways England is upgrading
the capacity of the existing strategic road network,
improving road maintenance rather than the
creation of new roads. The cost of repairing the
UK’s 24,000 miles of local roads is £5 bn alone over
10 years.”
“The previous Road Investment Strategy, running
to 2020, had £15.2 bn of funding committed to it,
and all eyes will be on the next funding period. The
requirements for our roads are changing and it’s
clear that our industry needs to embrace emerging
technologies to drive value in these critical assets.”

In November 2018 Government Ministers reiterated their
commitment to developing major infrastructure, unveiling
£600 bn worth of proposed investment over the next decade,
including a renewed focus on implementing more modern
approaches to construction. The Manufacturing Technology
Centre (MTC) in Coventry, where Waterman have been
involved in the development of the MTC and the wider Ansty
Park since 2007, is one example of this kind of project where
the Government and private sector came together to develop
innovative solutions to meet today’s challenges.
“As for the rail sector,” Neil continues; “in 2018 the
Government announced a ‘root and branch’ review of
how the rail sector operates, to equalise the disparity
between private sector investment and Government
support, currently 18% and 82% of investment
respectively. Over £40 bn of spending is identified
between 2017 and 2021, with much of this linked to
Crossrail and HS2, and a further £49 bn identified
beyond 2021. This is intended to support schemes
improving connectivity between northern cities,
such as TRU.”
Elsewhere, the water sector will be faced with the
combined challenges of greater demand through
population growth, coupled with the risks attached to
extreme weather events and drought. Neil says; “The
water companies deliver their investment plans through
five-year asset management periods, and there is an
increasing need for a longer-term strategic investment
programme to be implemented to tackle these challenges,
adopting alternative funding models. Thames Tideway
is a good example of what can be achieved when
alternative funding models are embraced.”

Considering this, Neil says; “To drive-forward this type of
investment we need to move strategic decision-making to a
longer-term perspective, which does not marry well with our
relatively short-term parliamentary cycle.”

“The cost of repairing the UK’s 24,000
miles of local roads is £5 bn alone over
10 years.”
“The answer may be to increase the role of the National
Infrastructure Commission, or create a UK Investment
Bank drawing from the underutilised UK Guarantee
Scheme, as recommended by the ICE. What is clear is that
the UK must continue investing in, and not just maintaining,
it’s infrastructure. Almost everything the UK hopes to
achieve in the future will be built around our strategic
infrastructure network.”
Neil Humphrey,
Chief Operating Officer of Infrastructure & Environment
neil.humphrey@watermangroup.com
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The building will feature external terraces on the fourth
and sixth floors, a mansard at level seven and is clad
elsewhere with a concrete panel system.

Structures team make
their ‘Marq’ with
St James’s redevelopment
The major commercial regeneration of St James’s
The Crown Estate’s multi-million pound St James’s
regeneration focuses on providing commercial space
of the highest quality to one of London’s most
exclusive locations. The flagship for this ambitious
redevelopment is St James’s Market, located to the
south of bustling Piccadilly Circus. The overall project
provides 366,200 ft² of space across two buildings
situated between Regent Street and Haymarket and
features Waterman’s structural design.
The latest project from the scheme, The Marq, adds
a prestigious eight-storey office block to the Crown
Estate’s portfolio. Providing 45,766 ft² of prime
commercial office and retail space, the Rolfe Judddesigned Duke Street development provides a sizeable
boost for this sought-after West End location. The
offices set a sustainability benchmark for modern
office space, with WELL standard Gold and BREEAM
‘Outstanding’ ratings set to be achieved across its
commercial floors.
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Replacing two older buildings, both now demolished, the
project delivered by main contractor, Skanska, extends
the existing single basement with the addition of a
further level below. This new floor will be utilised by the
retail units and will incorporate a goods lift.
Our structures team, led by Richard Whitehead,
developed the structural design and provided technical
consultancy to help maximise the potential of this site.
By choosing a value-focused structural design featuring
steelwork, the team were able to unlock the maximum
available floor space to bring forward the largest
possible nett lettable area.
The Marq celebrated the topping-out of the structure
in July 2018, and Richard commented; “This has been
a complex project at a busy location with several
constraints on the site. It has been an exciting project
for us, involving creative engineering in close proximity
to nearby buildings and busy streets. The structural
works have gone very smoothly thanks to close

collaboration between all parties. The project is a great
credit to all involved.”
The building will feature external terraces on the
fourth and sixth floors, a mansard at level seven and
is clad elsewhere with a concrete panel system. The
panels weigh in at 18 tonnes each and are flat-bolted
to the steel frame’s perimeter. This cladding system
is extremely durable and is designed to utilise the
buildings structural steel frame whilst becoming a
visual statement, giving the building a striking façade.

manipulate
the structural
design to
yield the
maximum
useable interior space, providing column-less
floorplates. This was facilitated by the choice of column
members and by utilising solid billets for perimeter
columns over traditional I-sections, the beams will be
less intrusive on internal space. These design choices
resulted in a significant space saving, internally,
increasing the gross internal floor
area available for tenant occupation.

The offices set a sustainability benchmark for modern
office space, with WELL standard Gold and BREEAM
‘Outstanding’ ratings set to be achieved across its
commercial floors.
The structural design has also had an impact on the
buildings’ interior, as Richard highlights; “The billets
are flat to the façade, giving a more aestheticallypleasing and neater interior finish.”
The steelwork largely begins at basement level one and
is designed for space efficiency throughout. Through
careful selection of materials, the team were able to

Discussing the design, Richard says;
“We looked at a variety of framing
materials. Overall, steelwork offered
the most economical solution since
we were able to keep the integrated
structural and services zone within
the beam depths, thereby building the required number
of floors within a 37 m high structure.”
Completion of the development is anticipated in 2019.
Richard Whitehead, Director, Structures
richard.whitehead@watermangroup.com
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UK businesses facing
EHS legal compliance crisis?
With Britain’s exit from the European Union (EU) on the horizon,
the issue of legal compliance has never been more bewildering,
yet it remains crucial to the success of the nation’s businesses.

T

he United Kingdom’s (UK) established
legislative landscape has long been built on
a foundation of EU policy and regulation,
forming the structure from which
businesses must operate.

This means that ensuring legal compliance is a major
concern for every business, with serious penalties in place
for breaches and, in some cases, the potential for regulatorimposed shut down.
The current, often extremely complex, environmental,
health and safety (EHS) legislative landscapes are largely
governed by the EU. The British Government will
automatically retain these upon leaving, transferring them
to the national statute book, at which point UK legislation
can then divert from the EU, representing significant
uncertainty for EHS regulation in the future.

“The key to continued legal compliance after
BREXIT is identifying the relevant legislation at the
earliest possible stage, creating a structured plan to
deal with changes as they occur, including continued
monitoring throughout the process.”
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We

spoke to Guy Jeremiah, Waterman’s
Technical Director for Greenspace, to
get his views on how best to manage
EHS legal responsibilities in this volatile
political climate.

Guy says; “The key to continued legal compliance after
BREXIT is identifying the relevant legislation at the
earliest possible stage, creating a structured plan to
deal with changes as they occur, including continued
monitoring throughout the process.”
He explains how to manage this; “We’ve set up a
consultant-supported legal register platform called
Greenspace. It allows us to select, document and keep upto-date a client’s EHS duties, also providing tools to audit
against applicable requirements and retain evidence to
show they are compliant.”
“This means that, no matter how much legislation changes,
Greenspace and our teams across the country, will help
clients throughout to successfully stay on top of their legal
responsibilities.”
Established in 2004, the Legal Register is the flagship
application and forms a part of an ISO 14001
(Environment) or ISO 45001 (H&S) certified management
system. It became a powerful tool to inform staff of their
legal obligations, while illustrating compliance
to stakeholders.

“Greenspace has continued to
evolve over time and is now about
much more than legal compliance.”
Following continuous success and growth, the team
went on to launch the additional functions including
Environmental Aspects Register, a Health and Safety Risk
Register and a ‘Portfolio Manager’ function to facilitate
multi-site operations. This is now widely utilised by larger
clients such as Hammerson, NHS Scotland, the British
Police Force and several Universities.

Whilst the system is primarily UK-based, the team has
worked with major international organisations such
as Tata, Accenture, Boots, GKN, Shell to manage legal
registers across Spain, Australia, South Africa, Singapore
and the Czech Republic.

“We’ve set up a consultantsupported legal register platform
called Greenspace. It allows us to
select, document and keep up-todate a client’s EHS duties, also
providing tools to audit against
applicable requirements and
retain evidence to show
they are compliant.”

“With this dynamic management
system, our clients have become truly
sustainable enterprises that minimise
risk and maximise opportunities to
remain competitive and ethical.”
Looking to the future, the team plan to increase the
capabilities of the platform and reach a wider audience;
“We will be launching the ‘Greenspace Improvement
Tracker’ later this year which will allow our clients to
plan and track their goals and obligations. This could be
extremely important managing change in the post-Brexit
transition.”
For more information please contact:
Guy Jeremiah,
Technical Director, Infrastructure & Environment
guy.jeremiah@watermangroup.com

http://www.legalregister.co.uk/
Questions

HOME

ABOUT US

SERVICES

PRICING

CONTACT

Client Login

FREE UPDATES

LEGAL
REGISTER
Takes the hard work
out of compliance

Legal Register

Risk Manager

Compliance Auditor

Management Systems

Plan and manage your
Compliance Obligations

Register Environmental
Aspects and H&S Hazards

Evaluate fulfilment of your
Compliance Obligations

Implement your EHS
Management System

MANAGE RISK
STAY COMPLIANT
Greenspace is a consultant supported
platform for your EHS Management
System.

Testimonials
"The Legal Register and Super User Function has been used by NHS Scotland Health Boards
since 2008, it is a valuable tool that provides a central register and individual sites registers
allowing NHS Boards to track environmental compliance across their entire estate"
Wendy Rayner
Sustainability Manager, Health Facilities Scotland, National Services Scotland

“Greenspace has continued to evolve over time and is
now about much more than legal compliance”, Guy says,
“with this dynamic management system, our clients have
become truly sustainable enterprises that minimise risk
and maximise opportunities to remain competitive
and ethical.”

www.legalregister.co.uk
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Kick-start for Brentford with
major mixed-use redevelopment
Focused around the site of the new Brentford FC community football
stadium, a major development aims to regenerate Brentford, and
deliver a new hub for the community at Kew Bridge.
he scheme sees the addition of commercial
and retail units along with more than
900 residential properties across three
sites, becoming one of London’s biggest
communities of new homes for sale and private rental.

Phase I consists of Central Eastern and Central Southern,
designed by Broadway Malyan Architects, will provide
487 private rental units whilst phase 2 consists of Capital
Court. Designed by JTP Architects, this will provide 253
private sale units.

Waterman were appointed to carry out the building
services design for phases 1 and 2, offering 740 new
apartments built across three plots; Central Southern
Site, Central Eastern Site and the Capital Court Site.
Comprising seven separate buildings and with a total area
of approximately 3 acres, the three plots form part of the
wider Brentford Football Club project.

The development features a blend of one, two and three
bed apartments, with prospective residents offered a
hotel-style living experience. With access to private
landscaped gardens along with concierge and extensive
residential amenities, with the facilities further enhanced
by high-quality retail units on the ground floor.

T

These areas are linked as part of the wider public realm
investment, intended to integrate the stadium and
concourse with the residential buildings.
Providing a fast-tracked building services design to meet
the challenging programme, our team worked closely
with EcoWorld London to ensure that the specifications
were achieved within the pre-determined plot constraints.
Utilising BIM to significantly de-risk the procurement
process, our design rationalised the fixed layouts of plant
rooms and distribution routes to improve the development
efficiency and to explore opportunities for off-site
pre-fabrication.

“The extensive experience of our building
services team enabled us to hit the ground
running on the design delivery, whilst
delivering distinctly different client
requirements across the PRS and private
sale parts of the development.”
Our sustainability specialists were actively involved in
the integration of the design with the Combined Heat
and Power (CHP) plant at the heart of each of the plots.
The CHP will deliver around 60% of the development’s
heating and hot water needs, offering a 34% improvement
in carbon emissions over Building Regulations Part
L1A 2010. Significant reductions in water usage will
be achieved with low water use sanitary ware, helping
all residential elements of the scheme target Code for
Sustainable Homes Level 4.

Waterman were appointed to carry out the building
services design for phases 1 and 2, comprising 740 new
apartments built across three plots; Central Southern Site,
Central Eastern Site and the Capital Court Site.
28

All Images Courtesy of Broadway Malyan

Waterman’s Project Director, Peter Downing, said; “It
has been fantastic to work with EcoWorld London on this
exciting scheme. The extensive experience of our building
services team enabled us to hit the ground running on
the design delivery, whilst delivering distinctly different
client requirements across the PRS and private sale parts
of the development. We look forward to seeing the project
progressing above ground level later this year.”
The procurement and construction of the wider scheme is
extremely complex, with stadium interfaces. Construction
commenced in early 2018, with the stadium completion
targeted for Brentford FC to move in summer 2020 and
residential completion of phase 1 scheduled to complete
by the end of 2021.
Peter Downing,
Director, Building Services
peter.downing@watermangroup.com
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The method revolutionising construction
DfMA will provide a crucial environmental boost for all
construction projects, generating an estimated 80% less
waste and construction traffic, whilst diverting major
waste streams from landfill.

“It widens the scope of precasting techniques, enabling its
use for any item of structural
concrete. This takes the concept
of pre-casting to an entirely
new level, making it faster, more
sustainable, cheaper and more
reliable. It has the potential to
revolutionise construction.”

Using DfMA offered a 50% saving on
labour time for concrete works, compared to
traditional methods.

“We’ve already seen huge benefits on major
projects. We used DfMA for Two Fifty One in
London which is now Europe’s tallest precast
concrete building, this 41-storey multi-purpose
tower includes residential, offices and
retail space.”
Richard’s team utilised DfMA throughout Two
Fifty One for the structural concrete design and
fabrication, for all precast concrete columns, E6 H
precast floor system and lattice floor plan systems.

This resulted in significant reductions, saving
50% of the labour time for concrete works over
traditional in-situ concrete pouring methods.
Elsewhere, the DfMA system was also used
for 7 Clarges Street, a prestigious mixed-use
development in Mayfair, London. Working
alongside Laing O’Rourke, Waterman’s team
developed a precast floor solution called
‘Megaplank’. These are solid precast concrete floor
slabs which allowed the installation of an entire
floor in one day, giving immediate access to the
floor plate for site personnel and cutting labour
time by a third.
Offering huge sustainability benefits over sitepoured concrete, DfMA will provide a crucial
environmental boost for all construction projects.
Generating an estimated 80% less waste and
construction traffic, whilst diverting major
waste streams from landfill, this will change the
environmental impact of structural concrete for
good by reducing Co2 emissions dramatically.
Richard Papworth, Director, Structures
richard.papworth@watermangroup.com

Image Courtesy of Laing O'Rourke

Two Fifty One, London

7 Clarges Street, London

Image Courtesy of James Jones

Re-imagining structural
concrete manufacture

W

orking alongside contractor Laing
O’Rourke and the department of Civil
and Environmental Engineering at
Imperial College London, our structures team
have been heavily involved in developing a
modular concrete system, set to shape the future
of structural design and construction in the
built-environment.

The new approach, based on ‘Design for
Manufacturing and Assembly’ (DfMA) originating
in the automotive industry, transforms traditional
structural concrete fabrication. With the UK
government taking a keen interest in innovations
which support productivity and growth in the
construction sector, DfMA comes at an exciting
time for the wider industry.
The approach has been particularly successful
at sites constrained by nearby buildings, narrow
spaces and fully-operational transportation
systems. The bespoke design of individual
structural concrete elements for an entire
building ensures each item can be cast and cured
in factory conditions before being brought to site
for installation.
Explaining the origins of DfMA, Richard
Papworth (Board Director for Structures)
said; “Traditional site-pouring with metal
reinforcement has been used for decades, but it is
time-consuming, weather-dependent and could be
made more efficient in both time and cost. DfMA
represents a way to improve structural concrete
manufacture by addressing this.”
CGI created by www.arc-media.co.uk
A development by Oakmayne
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Making a
difference

• Community • Education • Charity •

Providing life-changing meals
for children across the globe with
Mary’s Meals
Ben Steele, Regional Director for Infrastructure & Environment in Glasgow, and his
wife Caroline have been hosting various events and competitions over the past year
to raise money for Mary’s Meals.
Working in the poorer communities at various locations ranging from Haiti to Thailand,
Mary’s Meals have a pioneering vision to solve world hunger. Costing just £13.90 to feed
one child for a whole year, their aim is to provide every child with one nutritious meal a day
whilst they’re at school as well as sharing basic supplies with those in need.
Joining the cause with a target of £15,800, Ben and Caroline hoped to feed over 1,141 pupils
at Lupaso Primary School in Malawi for one year by carrying out a sponsored walk, charity
golf day, an office ‘dress down Friday’ collection and Christmas Baubles appeal. They also
helped the pupils from three local schools donate 140 ‘kitted out’ school bags to children in
Malawi as part of Mary’s Meals Backpack Project.
Their fundraising efforts were concluded with a Gala Ball and Auction which was attended
by nearly 200 people. The £11,000 donations made on the night meant a total in excess of
£20,000 was raised, going above and beyond the initial target.

Creating a brighter future with XLP
We are working alongside London-based charity XLP to support the younger generation by providing the
opportunity to learn and develop their potential through our latest Interview Skills Workshop on 31st January 2019.
XLP work with approximately 1,600 young people in over 50
schools and 30 inner city estates each week. Their long-term
approach sees them support young people starting secondary
school through to achieving employment, guiding every
student to make wise lifestyle choices and create a positive
future for themselves; staying in school, avoiding gangs,
crime and antisocial behaviour.
Through our growing relationship, Nick Harrison, our Group
Learning and Development Manager, has successfully hosted
three interactive Interview Skills Workshops, all of which
have introduced XLP candidates to engineering whilst
taking part in mock-interview sessions with Waterman’s
engineers as though they were applying for an apprenticeship
with us. These workshops offered an insight into the
operations of the professional world as well as providing
feedback on how to improve and impress an employer when
putting themselves forward for any job role.
Attendees praised the workshop for giving them a better
understanding of the interview process and knowing the
best way to present themselves on a CV. In their opinion,
the most beneficial tactics they learnt were how to maintain
eye contact, use the appropriate communication skills, and
what sort of questions to ask an employer at the end of an
interview.

Ben said; “We saw first-hand the struggles that families face every day just to survive in
Malawi. When we heard about Mary’s Meals we didn’t think twice about getting involved.
We are absolutely thrilled to have smashed our fundraising target and are now able to feed
over 1,400 pupils! We cannot thank everyone enough for their incredible support.”

Eltham Hill School’s Young
Women’s Conference
As part of Eltham Hill School’s Young Women’s Conference, Rebecca Cadwallader,
Ottavia Rispoli and Sophie McCabe visited the secondary school in the Royal
Borough of Greenwich, London, to discuss breaking gender stereotypes within STEM
(Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics) careers.
Joining a range of speakers from the BBC to actors, our team shared their experiences of
breaking into Engineering and hosted a hands-on workshop where up to 35 students and
teachers built a structure out of spaghetti and marshmallows to support the weight of a
Kinder egg. With a 45-minute build time, the winner was determined by the tallest structure
that could support the egg for the longest time.

supporting their community projects and creating more
positive experiences for the younger generation.
Naomi Allen, Ministries and Training Director at XLP,
commented; “Living in a society which is becoming
increasingly polarised, social mobility is slowing and genuine
opportunities for those from poorer backgrounds are hard to
find. We believe that where you are born shouldn’t impact
what you become, and our Youth Workers are reaching out
to companies who give opportunities for young people to
grow as part of this transformation process. After attending
these workshops, we have been really impressed by how many
people have gone on for interviews and been successful.”

After the winners were announced, the students were engaged in a discussion about the
meaning of triangulation and how this helped them to build their towers out of the two
‘materials’. Rebecca commented; “The girls asked lots of questions and really engaged with
what we had to say which was very rewarding. It’s a pleasure promoting the industry to
young women, especially those so keen to learn.”
Ottavia said of the event’s overall success; “I was really impressed by how enthusiastic the
girls were and feel confident that we have inspired a few of them to follow in our footsteps
and possibly become the next generation of Engineers. We look forward to partaking in more
workshops like this with Eltham Hill in the future.”

Looking to the future, we hope to continue working
alongside XLP to explore further volunteering opportunities,
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Subscribe to our channel
Search for 'Waterman Group' to view, share and
interact with our videos, including our latest
production on the Future of Office Design.

@Waterman_group

Waterman Group

www.watermangroup.com

